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Abstracts
(Invited) Dielectric spectroscopy of low-concentration aqueous solutions of contaminant ions
A Gorji and N Bowler
Iowa State University, USA
Excessive amounts of unwanted chemicals and ions in water sources cause environmental and health concerns. The lack of affordable and real-time sensors available to monitor these contaminants limits effective
conservation and management strategies. To support the development of sensing technology to identify
certain contaminant ions and measure their concentrations, a systematic study of the dielectric spectra of
environmentally-relevant electrolyte liquids has been conducted for frequencies up to 20 GHz. Aqueous
solutions of nitrate, sulphate, and chloride anions (all based on the sodium cation) were prepared with
concentrations up to 400 mg/L (approximately 10 to 20 mmol/L). A temperature bath was employed, to
hold the samples at temperatures 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 degrees Celsius while the dielectric spectrum was
measured. Conductivity was also measured independently, to reduce uncertainty in obtaining other
parameters by spectral fitting. The measured spectra were fitted with a Debye model using a non-linear,
weighted, least-squares analysis. The data were fitted by a concentration-dependent parametric model that
includes terms accounting for internal ionic fields and the solvent dilution effect (mixture relation), the kinetic
depolarization effect, the dielectric saturation effect, and the Debye-Falkenhagen effect that accounts for the
contribution of ionic atmosphere polarization. The relative contributions of these effects will be discussed
and conclusions drawn in regards to the best indicators that might be extracted from the measured data and
judiciously employed to establish a basis for developing a low-cost sensing system that distinguishes
between these ions and determines their concentration.
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Relaxor characteristics by interacting charges in asymmetric double wells
A Leschhorn and H Kliem
Saarland University, Germany
In the so called relaxor materials one finds unusual high permittivities. For the Arrhenius plot of the relaxation
times a nonlinear curve, often described as a Vogel-Fulcher law, instead of a straight line, is measured.
Cooling down from high temperatures the relaxor exhibits no spontaneous polarization without applied field.
Only in sufficiently high external fields a polarization appears. We present a model to compute such
characteristics.
Non interacting charges fluctuating thermally activated in symmetrical double well potentials yield the usual
Debye-like dielectric response. The relaxor behaviour can be modelled and achieved if the double well
potentials have left and right handed intrinsic asymmetries V and if the charges in these systems interact.
According to Pierre Weiss, this interaction is evoked by the dielectric polarization P itself which induces a
field βP (β: coupling parameter). This field modifies the local fields Eloc = Ea + βP at the double wells (Ea:
applied field). Therefore the charge transition rates between the wells are influenced by the polarization P.
We get a feedback loop for P.

Figure 1 Frequency and temperature dependence of the real part of the susceptibility.

Figure 2 The polarization upon cooling down.
Without asymmetry (V=0), we find ferroelectric behavior with a Curie temperature proportional to β. For V≠0
the interaction increases in a broad temperature range the values of χ’ from about 10 to more than 2000,
depending on the parameters of the system (Fig.1). An Arrhenius plot of the relaxation times in the system
yields: (i) The apparent activation energy of the whole system is not identical with the microscopic activation
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energy of the double wells. (ii) The expected straight line is transformed into a nonlinear curve (Vogel-Fulcher
behavior). Cooling down the system in small fields yields no spontaneous polarization. A polarization arises
only in strong fields, Fig.2. Hysteresis loops of the polarization are calculated for low temperatures T. They
turn into double loops for higher T and degrade finally.
[1]

H.Kliem and A.Leschhorn, Physica B: Cond.Mat. 503 , 167 (2016).

(Invited) Dielectric spectroscopy of water in ultra-confinement of cordierite minerals
P Ben Ishai
Ariel University, Israel
What would happen if the H-bond was removed from water, even though water was not in a gaseous state?
Certainly its delinquent anomalous behavior would be absent, but so would be the collective phenomena
that make it so unique. This situation can be approached when water molecules are ultra-confined in subnanometer sized channels, present in natural minerals, such as cordierite. These channels are an integral
part of the crystal lattice. The diameter is often of the same order of magnitude as the diameter of a water
molecule, 4-5 Å. Under such conditions water entrapped in them at the time of formation, but not
chemically bound, can no longer behave as “water”. But rather than conform, these extreme conditions lead
to unusual behaviours. Concepts like H-bonding and clustering are now not relevant and a new class of
dynamics must arise for these molecules. These crystals are, per force, highly anisotropic, leading to very
different dielectric properties depending of the crystal axis chosen. DC conductivity is sometimes present,
but not necessarily along the water channels. Surprisingly, despite the absence of H-bonds water still
exhibits cooperative features in its dielectric response, such a glass transition. This, and other phenomena
will form the basis of this presentation.

Dielectric dispersion, relaxation dynamics and spectroscopy studies of l-methionine in aqueous solution
using picoseconds time domain reflectometry
V Kathaiyan1, T Ganesh1, P Senthilkumar2, M Maria Sylvester1 and D J S Anandkarunakaran1
1

Bharathidasan University, India, 2Saranathan College of Engineering, India

Dielectric properties of binary mixture of L-Methionine(L-Met) and the impact of different zwitterion
compound in aqueous and ethanol mixture solvency is studied using Time Domain Reflectometry in the
frequency range 10MHz to 30GHz. The thermodynamic characteristics of dissolution of L-Met in aqueous
and aqueous-organic co-solvents provide information on solute-solute and solute-solvent interactions. These
interactions are important in understanding the stability of proteins in biological system. The solubility effect
has been related to the dielectric parameters, which increases with concentration of the corresponding
solution. It is based on counter-ion concentration theory and with the experimental data conforming the
importance of molecular interactions and their dielectric properties. The dielectric parameters i.e. static
dielectric constant (ε0), permittivity (ε′), dielectric loss (ε″) and high frequency limiting dielectric constant
(ε∞), density (ρ) and relaxation time (τ) are measured. The thermo dynamical parameters such as entropy
(∆H), enthalpy(∆S), relaxation strength(∆ε), activation energy(∆F), Gibbs energy(∆G) and electrical
conductivity(σ) are calculated. This characterization of FTIR spectra of L- Met liquid state have been
measured in the frequency range 400-4000 cm-1. Thus region is important for the identity of compound and
also for the detection of certain functional groups.
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(Invited) A breakdown in the case for materials with giant permittivity?
C R Bowen, J Roscow and D P Almond
University of Bath, UK
There remains continued interest in the design and manufacture of heterogeneous materials with high
permittivity; for example the ‘giant’ or ‘colossal’ permittivity materials. These materials are often
manufactured by creating a composite consisting of a dielectric matrix, such as a ceramic or polymer, with a
random or ordered distribution of a conductive phase, such as a metal or carbon. Relative permittivity (εr)
values of up to 105 have been reported in some composite systems. In many cases the permittivity and
dielectric loss of the composite are characterised in detail; since the frequency dependent properties of such
materials are readily measured in the Hz to MHz range using frequency response analysers. It is common for
publications related to the manufacture and characterisation of these high permittivity composites to
highlight their potential application as capacitor materials, including multi-layer and small volume highperformance capacitors. While the permittivity and loss is of importance, it is insufficient to completely
assess their potential for such applications since the dielectric, or breakdown, strength is a vital parameter.
The selection of materials for capacitor applications has been well described by McLean [1] and is
summarised for the design of capacitors with high reliability, low cost and small size. We demonstrate from
assessment of reported data and modelling that the increased effective permittivity is due to field
concentrations that are also likely to reduce the breakdown strength.
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Figure 1. Graph of normalised permittivity (solid symbols) and dielectric strength (open symbols) as a
function of conductor volume fraction. The colour and symbol type is the same for the permittivity and
dielectric strength for each system.
[1]
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D.A.McLean, Dielectric materials and capacitor miniaturization, IEEE Trans. Parts, Materials and
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Electronic properties of various CCTO surfaces and grain boundaries
N T Taylor, E Mariani and S P Hepplestone
University of Exeter, UK
Calcium Copper Titanate (CCTO) is one of many rare earth oxides that displays a colossal permittivity [1], yet
the mechanism behind this phenomenon is not currently fully understood [2]. As bulk CCTO is known to
exhibit very low permittivity, it is currently believed that the formation of grain boundaries and their resultant
properties are responsible for this high permittivity. The first step to understanding these grain boundaries is
to explore the surfaces. Various CCTO slabs are modelled and their respective electronic properties
calculated. These properties are calculated using first principles simulations based upon Density Functional
Theory.
These slabs undergo substantial surface reconstruction in the [100] plane and the properties of TiO2
overgrowth are explored. We find that the TiO rich surfaces are more favourable than CuO surfaces and that
the Jahn-Teller distortion is modified. This is directly related to the occupation of the d-orbitals of the surface
states. We find that the oxygen at the surface are less negatively charged than in the bulk and that the bond
angles are distorted. These results shed further light on the properties of colossal permittivity materials and
how growth environments control these properties, suggesting limitations on growth conditions in order to
maximise the colossal permittivity.

[1]
[2]
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Assessment of high-K dielectric materials deposited by evaporation and atomic layer deposition for high
power capacitive RF MEMS
G Croizier1, P Martins1, M Le Baillif1, R Aubry1, S Bansropun1, M Fryziel2, N Rolland2 and A Ziaei1
1

Thales Research and Technology, France, 2Institut d’Electronique de Microélectronique et de
Nanotechnologie, France
This paper reports a study over a wide range of high-K dielectric materials deposited by different techniques
for high power RF MEMS switches applications. For capacitive switches, dielectric material optimization is
one solution to further increase power handling and reliability alongside design improvement. For
electrostatic MEMS switches under high RF power (>20W), the dielectric material has to withstand high
electric field (>4MV.cm-1). Through dielectric study, we intend to introduce promising materials in order to go
beyond demonstrated power handling of 20W with reliability up to 107 cycles [1-2]. E-beam evaporation
with Ion Assisted Deposition and Atomic Layer Deposition were studied based on three High k materials :
Al2O3, HfO2 and TiO2. These materials were compared to Si3N4 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor
Deposition, as reference material. Crossed electrical characterizations on MIM capacitors and physical
analyses were performed on all materials. This study shows that electrical properties of ALD materials are in
good agreement with Mc Pherson & Al. trend [3] regardless of allowed oxygen excess and carbon
contamination (fig.). This means that ALD allows high control on thin film growth and its structural properties
while limiting defects and disorder states. In other words, high k materials can be tuned using ALD
depending on specifications. Due to their high dielectric constant, low leakage current and high breakdown
strength, ALD HfO2 insulators were identified as promising for high power RF applications. Preliminary tests to
integrate thermal ALD HfO2 in RF MEMS switches show that it is possible to further enhance DC stress
handling without RF performance degradation.

Figure : Breakdown strength as function of dielectric constant at 1MHz of studied materials. Comparison with
Mc Pherson & Al. trend [3]
[1]
[2]
[3]
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H.-H. Yang, H. Zareie, G. M. Rebeiz, Journal of Microelectromechanical Systems 24, 599 – 607
(2015).
A. Ziaei, S. Bansropun, P. Martins, M. Le Baillif, European Solid State Device Research Conference
2015 (ESSDERC), 153 (2015).
J. Mc Pherson and Al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 82, 2121 (2003).
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Colossal permittivity in yttrium ferrite obtained by sol-gel
S Soreto Teixeira, M P F Graça and L C Costa
University of Aveiro, Portugal
Ferrites exhibit interesting properties with potential applications such as high capacity batteries,
electrochromic displays, waste-water cleaning, low magnetization ferrofluids, intercalation electrodes in
rechargeable batteries and as strong oxidizing agent [1,2]. Nowadays, one of the main targets in scientific
research is the development of new materials with high dielectric constant and low losses. This will allow to
reduce size and weights of the electronic devices. A potential candidate for this goal is yttrium ferrite.
In this work, the powder precursors of yttrium ferrites, Y3Fe5O12 (YIG) and YFeO3, were prepared by sol-gel
method and the obtained crystalline phases controlled by thermal treatments between 1000 and 1500 ºC.
X-ray diffraction was used to characterize the structure and scanning electron microscopy to analyze the
morphology. For treatment temperatures below 1400 ºC, YIG crystal phase was predominant and for higher
temperatures part of YIG crystal phase decomposes into YFeO3, which seems to enhance the electrical
properties.
The dielectric response was measured using an impedance analyzer, in the frequency range between 100 Hz
and 1 MHz and temperature between 200 and 400 K.
The dielectric constant was improved with the growth of YFeO3 phase (Fig. 1). The highest value of dielectric
constant with low losses was obtained for the sample treated at 1400 ºC (ε’=1750; ε’’=314; tan δ=0.18).
For all samples, it was identified one non- Debye relaxation process and the dependence of the relaxation
time with temperature obeys the Arrhenius behaviour.

Figure 1 – (a) Real part of the complex permittivity, ε'; (b) Dielectric losses, tan δ; (c) Ac-conductivity, σac; at
constant temperatures (220 K, 300 K, 330 K) and frequency of 1 kHz in function of the heating treatment.
[1]
[2]
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Sugimoto, M. The past, present, and future of ferrites. J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 82, 269–280 (1999).
Viret, M. et al. β-NaFeO2, A new room-temperature multiferroic material. Mater. Res. Bull. 47,
2294–2298 (2012).
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(Invited) Characterising electromagnetic materials to terahertz frequencies using vector network analyers
N Ridler
National Physical Laboratory, UK
This talk will describe an initial assessment of a commercially available THz material characterization kit
(MCK). The assessment is based on the measurement of several material samples. The MCK comprises two
conical waveguide horn transitions and two sections of low-loss corrugated waveguide. A gap between the
two corrugated waveguides allows the material samples to be inserted into the system during measurement.
The MCK is attached to a THz Vector Network Analyser (VNA), which measures S-parameters, in the
frequency domain, of a material under test (MUT). A computer-based algorithm employing an iterative
calculation derives values for material parameters (e.g. permittivity) from the measured S-parameters of the
MUT. A MCK has been evaluated over the frequency range 0.75 THz to 1.1 THz, to assess the plausibility of
results that can be obtained using such a technique. Two VNAs utilizing frequency extender heads were used
for the investigation, with measurements being made with reference to a range of different calibration
techniques and different calibration standards. Whilst some of the results obtained look reasonable, a
significant proportion of the results were either difficult to interpret or showed inexplicable (i.e. non-physical)
behaviour. This indicates that much work is still needed before this technique can be used routinely for the
measurement of material parameters at these very high frequencies.

Dynamic dielectric characteristics of zeolitic metal-organic frameworks via synchrotron reflectivity
measurements
M R Ryder1,2, C S Kelley2, M D Frogley,2, G Cinque2 and J-C Tan1
1

University of Oxford, UK, 2Diamond Light Source, UK

Porous metal-organic framework materials (MOF: see Fig.1) featuring “ultra low-k” dielectric constants (k
~1.1-1.5), high thermo-mechanical stabilities, and tuneable structural properties and porosity, are ideal
candidate materials for the future microelectronics industry. Specifically, microelectronic devices that can
lead to integrated circuits, in which the MOF can act as an interlayer dielectric insulating material.

Figure 1. MOF materials showing long-range nanoscale porosity and framework topologies.
In this work we established a new methodology for determining, for the first time at the B22 beamline at
Diamond Light Source, the dielectric spectra of a variety of MOF polycrystalline materials. We showed that
uniaxially pressed (~5 tons) powder pellets of MOFs (e.g. ZIFs-4,- 7,-8) are effective for acquiring highresolution reflectance spectral data at room temperature and spanning across the far-IR to mid-IR
frequencies. This enabled us to apply the Kramers- Kronig Transformation (KKT) theory for extracting the
complex refractive index and complex dielectric constants as a function of frequency. To ensure that the
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reflectance results were sufficiently high quality to enable KKT analysis, we found that the powder samples
needed to be homogeneous at the surface, and at the same time pellets had to be sufficiently thick (~1-2
mm) to ensure that no light returned from the inner sample to the sample surface preventing multiple
reflections.

Consequences of the surface-dependent quantum vacuum
R Bennett and S Y Buhmann
Albert-Ludwigs University of Freiburg, Germany
One of the most compelling predictions of quantum mechanics and quantum field thory is that the ground
state has a non-zero energy. This means that any quantum field has a fluctuating zero-point field associated
with it. While this field is not directly observable, it has several indirect consequences that may be
measured. Perhaps the most famous is the Lamb shift, where the energy levels of the hydrogen-like atom are
slightly modified due to emission and absorption of virtual photons. If reflecting surfaces are present, these
photons may be pictured as interacting with those surfaces. This in turn causes a surface-dependent Lamb
shift, usually known as the Casimir-Polder effect, the force from which reduces to the Van der Waals force in
the short-distance limit. The distinctive long- distance behaviour of the Casimir-Polder force was first
measured nearly 25 years ago [1], and the research field continues to be active today as more exotic
materials are engineered (e.g. metamaterials, topological insulators, nanostructures, etc). In this talk we will
outline the current state of the art in Casimir- Polder physics, and present some results [2] concerning the
spontaneous decay rate of an atom near a structure surface (see fig. 1).

Figure 1: From [2]; Normalised decay rate ⌈/⌈0 of an atom with transition frequency 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 near a surface with a
cubic deposition
We will also present recent results [3] concerning the impact of the Casimir-Polder force on matter-wave
diffraction, where the intensity profile of a diffracted atomic beam is modified by its Casimir-Polder
interaction with the diffracting object (see fig. 2)
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Figure 2: From [3]; intensity profile of Poisson spot without the Casimir-Polder potential (solid lines) and with
it (dotted lines), for various values of source size and diffracting object size (see [3]).
Finally we will give an overview of a related calculation where the anomalous magnetic moment of the
electron (one of the most precisely measured quantities in all of physics) is shifted from its free-space value
when placed near a surface. This is because the photons taking part in the process that gives rise to the
anomalous magnetic moment may be interacting with the surface. This is in principle a measurable effect,
and under specific circumstances could become an important schematic error in next-generation
measurements of fundamental constants.
[1]
[2]
[3]

C. I. Sukenik, M. G. Boshier, D. Cho, V. Sandoghdar, and E. A. Hinds. Phys. Rev. Lett., 70(5):560–
563, 1993.
R. Bennett. Phys. Rev. A, 92(2):022503, 2015.
J.L. Hemmerich et al. Phys. Rev. A, 94(2):023621, 2016.

(Invited) Accelerated “2.5-D” simulation of rotationally symmetric dielectric resonators at both microwave
and optical frequencies
M Oxborrow
Imperial College London, UK
Abstract unavailable
PETMEM: Piezoelectronic transduction memory device
M G Cain1, A Oladipo 2, D Poelman3, P Smet3, C Felser4, S Parkin4, F Tyholdt5, G Martyna6, I Rungger7, M
Stewart7, J Fompeyrine8, L Salminen9, N Hoffmann9, N Hildenbrand10, T Schmitz11 and S Tiedke11
1

Electrosciences Ltd, UK, 2Bio Nano Consulting, UK, 3University of Gent, Belgium, 4Max Planck Institute,
Germany, 5SINTEF, Norway, 6IBM TJ-Watson Research Centre, USA, 7National Physical Laboratory, UK, 9IBM
Research, Switzerland, 9DCA, Finland, 10Solmates, Netherlands, 11Aixacct, Germany
Computer clock speeds have not significantly increased since 2003, creating a challenge to invent a
successor to CMOS technology able to resume the improvement in clock speed and power performance. The
key requirements for a viable alternative are scalability to nanoscale dimensions - following Moore’s Law and simultaneous reduction of line voltage in order to limit switching power. Achieving these two aims for
both transistors and memory allows clock speed to again increase with dimensional scaling, a result that
would have great impact across the IT industry. PETMEM is a European partnership amongst Universities,
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Research Institutions, SMEs and a large company that will focus on the development of new materials and
characterization tools to enable the fabrication of an entirely new low-voltage, memory element. This element
makes use of internal transduction in which a voltage state external to the device is converted to an internal
acoustic signal that drives an insulator-metal transition. Modelling based on the properties of known
materials at device dimensions on the 15 nm scale predicts that this mechanism enables device operation
at voltages an order of magnitude lower than CMOS technology (power is reduced two orders) while
achieving 10GHz operating speed. In this presentation the first years results will be summarised with a focus
on new piezoelectric and new piezoresistive materials development, and routes to creation of our first
demonstrator device will be discussed.

Mixed conduction in yttria-zirconia ceramics
T West
University of Sheffield, UK
Yttria-zirconia ceramics of general formula Zr1-xYxO2-x/2 form over the composition range 0<x<0.7 and have the
cubic fluorite structure with x>~0.08. These, especially composition x=0.08, are of great interest as oxide
ion-conducting ceramics for solid oxide fuel cell, SOFC applications but also as temperature-stable ceramics
known as yttria-stabilised zirconia, YSZ, that avoid a mechanically-disruptive cubic-tetragonal phase
transformation on cooling. A key property of YSZ for SOFC applications is its stability against reduction which
means that it can be used without creation of extraneous n-type conduction when in contact with anodic fuel
gases. Recently [1], it has been shown that by contrast, p-type conduction can be readily introduced into
YSZ by the application of small bias voltages as low as 1 V and that the p-type conduction disappears on
removing the bias.
Results will be presented on the sensitivity to oxygen partial pressure, pO2 and dc bias for samples with
higher Y content in the range 0.4-0.7. With increasing x, all compositions show a reversible increase in ptype conduction either with increasing pO2 or with a bias in the range 0.5-2.0 V. This change from ionic to
mixed conduction is evidenced by changes to two characteristic features of the impedance spectrum of the
ceramics. First, the overall sample resistance decreases as electronic conduction is introduced into the oxide
ion conducting ceramics; second, the Warburg impedance, characteristic of diffusion processes at the
sample-electrode interfaces, is bypassed by the electronic conduction, leading to a contraction of the
‘Warburg spike’ in the impedance complex plane plot. The mechanism by which p-type conduction may be
created will be discussed and the occurrence of similar, voltage-dependent phenomena in other materials
summarised.
[1]
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Posters
P:01 Port Hamiltonian modelling of memristive dielectrics
Al-Mashhadani and S Hadjiloucas
University of Reading, UK
A procedure for obtaining Input-State-Output Port-Hamiltonian formulations from Bond graph is adopted to
model the memristive behaviour of non-linear dielectrics. The work will discuss how under the Bond graph
formalism, one may assume a dissipation field which can be split into two parts (a linear and nonlinear
component), as well as storage fields and source fields and junction structures. The junction structure then
provides an explanation of how the flow and effort variables are split into input–output pairs of powerconjugated, charge and momentum. Furthermore, the junction structure imposes some the algebraic
constraints on the dynamics of the system when this is subjected to some electromechanical excitation.
Examples of the application of this modelling technique will be provided. The port Hamiltonian formulation
provides the total energy stored in the system in relation to the input-outpt power variables in the two ports
of the system. The discussed nonlinear Bond graph-Port-Hamiltonian methodology has very broad
applications and is of much relevance to the dielectric community as it provides novel ways to model
excitatory responses of complex dielectric materials.

P:02 Stable, enhanced dielectric response of advanced polymer systems
V Bobnar1, Y Beeran2, Y Grohens3, V Kokol4, A Eršte1, Y Thakur5, Q Zhang5 and S Thomas2
1

Jožef Stefan Institute, Slovenia, 3Mahatma Gandhi University, India, 3Universite de Bretagne, France,
4
University of Maribor, Slovenia, 5The Pennsylvania State University, USA
Requirements for compact electronic and electrical power systems as well as very high energy capacitive
storage systems grow substantially, thus the development of high dielectric constant materials becomes one
of the major scientific and technology issues. High dielectric constant materials are also very attractive for
use in a broad range of electromechanical applications (actuators, sonars, artificial muscles), as on
increasing dielectric constant the desired piezoelectric or electrostrictive response can be induced under a
much reduced electric field. We will demonstrate that novel polymer materials with high dielectric constant
can efficiently be developed by taking into account the basic physical phenomena.
In a heterogeneous system consisting of dielectric (insulator) matrix and electrically conductive inclusions,
the charge accumulated at the phase boundaries acts as a relatively large electric dipole in an alternating
electric field. Using this so-called Maxwell-Wagner polarization, we have effectively increased the dielectric
constant of electroactive polymers based on the polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), and, consequently,
substantially reduced the electric field needed for their giant electrostrictive response [1]. In an analogous
manner, we have recently fabricated composites from ammonia-functionalized graphene oxide nanoplatelets
and wood-based cellulose nanofibrils. We will show that due to the MaxwellWagner polarization the dielectric
constant of these flexible and eco-friendly composites is strongly enhanced already at a relatively low
graphene oxide loading concentration [2].
Maxwell-Wagner polarization also increases dielectric losses. In order to maintain low dielectric losses, foil
capacitors employ plastic film as dielectric, which is wound into a cylinder shaped winding. High dielectric
constant PVDF-based semicrystalline polymers with strongly coupled dipoles form a long-range ordered
ferroelectric or a short-range ordered relaxor phase and, consequently, exhibit pronounced polarization
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hysteresis, which leads to high dielectric loss. As an alternative, we will present a new class of dielectric
polymer, aromatic polythiourea (ArPTU), which contains high dipole moments with very low defect levels. We
will show that the dielectric response of this amorphous, glass-phase polymer with weak coupling among the
dipoles is stable over broad temperature and frequency ranges [3]. Moreover, the dielectric response of
ArPTU will be compared with that of polypropylene and high-density polyethylene, which are both
commercially used in foil capacitors.
[1]
[2]
[3]

V. Bobnar, A. Levstik, C. Huang, Q. M. Zhang, Enhanced dielectric response in allorganic
polyaniline-poly(vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene-chlorotrifluoroethylene) composite, Journal of
Non-Crystalline Solids 353, 205 (2007).
Y. Beeran, V. Bobnar, S. Gorgieva, Y. Grohens, M. Finšgar, S. Thomas, V. Kokol, Mechanically strong,
flexible and thermally stable graphene oxide/nanocellulosic films with enhanced dielectric
properties, RSC Advances 6, 49138 (2016).
A. Eršte, L. Fulanović, L. Čoga, M. Lin, Y. Thakur, Q. M. Zhang, V. Bobnar, Stable dielectric response
of low-loss aromatic polythiourea thin films on Pt/SiO2 substrate, Journal of Advanced Dielectrics 6,
1650003 (2016).

P:03 A novel approach to study the conductivity behaviour of CaCu3Ti4O12 using scanning probe microscopy
technique
F Amaral1,2, M S Ivanov1, V A Khomchenko1, J A Paixão1 and L C Costa2
1

Polytechnic Institute of Coimbra, Portugal, 2University of Aveiro, Portugal

High-k dielectrics with colossal dielectric constant (CDC) (ε’ > 103) are a matter of great interest since they
provide an improvement in the efficiency of electronic devices and the miniaturization of capacitive
electronic components. Calcium copper titanate (CaCu3Ti4O12), a non-ferroelectric material, whose
exceptional dielectric properties have been reported in 2000 [1], is attracting the attention of scientific
community because of its CDC (ε’ >105), observed for ceramics and single crystals.
Despite the efforts of the scientific community, a conclusive explanation about the polarization mechanisms
that justify the exhibition of CDC is still missing. Considering the absence of any ferroelectric transition, the
experimental data, collected during the last decade, point out to an extrinsic barrier mechanism(s) as the
origin of the main dielectric polarization. Recently, in a theoretical work, Bueno et al. [2], proposed a
polaronic stacking fault defect model as the origin of the high dielectric constant in CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO)
materials. In this work, we present the experimental confirmation for the inhomogeneous conductivity in
CCTO ceramics, at the nanometric scale, which can support the polaronic stacking fault defect model as the
origin of CDC. Using the Scanning Probe Microscopy technique implemented in the contact Spreading
Resistance mode, we have confirmed an insulating behavior of the grain boundaries and, for the first time,
revealed a dual behavior of the grain microstructure with a clear coexistence of conductive and insulating
nanoscale-patterned in-plane features (fig. 1).
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Cigure 1 – a) Topography and b) nanobarrier
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P:04 Dielectric measurements of high dielectric constant materials at microwave frequency using five well
known mixture equations
J Sheen and Y-L Wang
National Formosa University, Taiwan
One of the most important developments for the composite of ceramic dispersed in the polymer matrix is to
calculate the permittivity of ceramic from measurements on composite. The analysis method and theoretical
accuracy for dielectric constants of ceramic fillers less than 40 at microwave frequency have been done for
many well-known mixture rules. The study of mixture equation with high dielectric constant ceramics at
microwave frequency has also been presented but the work is still far less than enough.
In this study, five well-known mixing rules are selected to understand their application to microwave
dielectric measurements of high dielectric constant ceramics. Their theoretical error equations are derived
and investigated. The microwave dielectric constants of three high dielectric constant ceramics, titanium
dioxide, calcium titanate, and strontium titanate, with ceramic powders dispersed in the polyethylene matrix
is studied by these powder mixture equations. The experimental dielectric constant values of the mixtures are
compared to the theoretical curves of the five mixing rules. The dielectric constants of pure ceramics are then
estimated by these mixing laws from the dielectric constants of the composites of various filler
concentrations. Based on the experimental observation as well as theoretical analysis, not simply a
mathematics curve matching, one of the five rules was selected and modified to obtain a new powder
mixture equation. This modified equation has shown very good curve matching with the measurement data
and low theoretical error and much lower error for the dielectric constant measurements of the three ceramic
materials than other mixture rules.
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Table I Prediction of dielectric constants of titanium dioxide ( ε d = 100 ), calcium titanate ( ε d = 170 ), and
strontium titanate ( ε d = 300 ) by the modified equation. ( ε mix and ε d are dielectric constants of the
composite and pure dielectric filler respectively)

ε d = 100

ε d = 170

ε d = 300

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

Vd (%)

7.57 12.5 16.4 18.0 21.8 26.9 28.0 29.6 31.5 32.7

ε mix

4.11 5.46 6.29 7.48 8.49 9.83 10.2 10.4 11.6 11.8

estimated ε d

105

Vd (%)

9.70 15.3 22.1 23.6 31.6 34.4 37.5 40.3 43.8 49.8

ε mix

5.16 8.37 10.6 12.0 18.5 17.8 17.0 21.2 25.8 26.4

estimated ε d
Vd (%)

152

107

198

98.7 116

175

189

111

218

103

185

104

162

97.6 105

179

196

102

162

8.86 15.0 20.0 22.6 29.3 34.5 37.7 42.9 45.2 50.5

ε mix

5.04 7.79 9.83 12.7 17.3 19.6 22.8 23.2 24.5 28.5

estimated ε d

290

327

319

380

392

358

374

307

299

291
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P:05 Experimental study and numerical modelling of a charge transport in highly resistive particles
A Vora, J Stepputat and U Riebel
Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus-Senftenberg, Germany
Understanding current transport mechanisms through the highly resistive dust and powders is fundamental,
among others, for electrostatic precipitation, for avoiding dust explosions and for electrostatic bulk flow
valves. The presented experimental and numerical studies of charge transport through highly resistive
particles are primarily motivated by a problem arising with electrostatic precipitation (ESP), so called back
corona which forms when the resistivity of precipitated dust on the collecting electrode is higher than 1011 
cm and this malfunction deteriorates the separation efficiency of ESP dramatically.
Using a continuum approach for the granular layer, the theory of charge transport through electrets or
dielectric may be applied to simulate the behaviour of dust layers as well. But, of course, the continuum
approach cannot provide an understanding of effects such the dependence of dust resistivity on porosity,
gas pressure and grain size.
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Figure1 : Experimental set-up.
In order to get more insight into the elementary mechanisms of current transport through highly resistive
granular media, an experiment with just two particles separated by a contact gap was developed (Fig. 1).
The temporal development of the force and current is measured for the range of particle diameters (100 –
500 µm), various gap distance (from zero to a few µm with nm resolution) and an applied voltage of up to
1000 V. The force across the contact gap can be resolved down to 250 nN and the current is measured with
3,5 fA resolution.
Measurements on glass beads reveal a highly complex behavior. This is mainly due to the immobilization of
charge carriers inside the dielectric material and different mechanisms of current transport across the
contact gap (gas discharge and thermionic field emission).
The numerical model for charge transport in highly resistive particles is based on electret and
semiconductors theories. The model takes into account the continuity equations for each charge carriers’
fluxes (electron and holes), different sources of their generation and losses in bulk material. It also accounts
the thermionic field emission of charges into the gas gap from particles and their transport through the gap.
The electric field affected by temporal and spatial variations of injected space charges in the system is
computed by Poisson’s equation which is coupled with the continuity equations of charge carriers’ fluxes.

P:06 Xerogel, aerogel and porogen based porous low-k films
A S Gaikwad, S A Gupta and A M Mahajan
North Maharashtra University, India
Low dielectric constant (k) films are used as inter layer dielectric for wiring structure in nanoelectronic
devices to reduce the interconnect delay, crosstalk noise and power consumption in ULSI circuits. The
dielectric constant of low-k films is govern by the introduced porosity and presence of less polar bonds in
film matrix. The present work discusses the different synthesis routes to obtain the xerogel, aerogel and
porogen based porous low-k films. The porous low-k nanostructures were obtained by using sol-gel spin
coating method. Three solutions were prepared named as Sol A, Sol B and Sol C by using tetraethyl
orthosilicate as a source of Si with solvent ethanol, DI water and HF as acid catalyst in 1:2:4:x (0.1,0.2,..)
volumetric proportions, respectively. Sol A used to obtain xerogel films while Sol B used to obtained aerogel
films followed by aging in respective solvent and supercritical drying. In Sol C, Tween-80 as a porogen is
added and removed by annealing the samples to obtain the porous low-k films. Deposition of SiO2 and
incorporation of Si-F, C-C low polar bonds is confirmed from the FTIR spectra. The porous structure of low-k
films were investigated by using FE-SEM and AFM characterizations. Further, dielectric constant of xerogel,
aerogel and porogen based porous low-k films is measured from CV analysis of MIS structure.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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